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AB-'iTRACT OF REPORT 

Three  factors not hitherto    considered will effect the running 
rate of a certain type of time delay mechanism. 

(1) If the verge is not balanced, when It is accelerated an 
unbalanced torque  Is set up     Under extreme conditions of acceleration 
and unbalance the running rate would not be changed by more than a few 
percent.    The mechanism will run faster if the unbalanced torque la 
applied to trailing side of verge,  slower  for torque on leading Bide, at 
least until certain Jamming values of torque are reached. 

(2) Friction has been neglected in our previous reports.   As 
the mechanism accelerates this friction torque is increased«    There was 
no agreement between theory and experiment.    All experimental results 
indicate an increase in the running rate as friction torque Increases 
up to the Jamming point. 

(3) If the material of the verge and starwheel is charged, 
the running rate will change, but probably not more than 5£ from the 
value for brass. 
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ABSTRACT OF RKPORT 

; 

Three  factors not hitherto   considered will effect the running 
rate of a certain type of time delay mechanism. 

(1) If the ver^e is not balanced, when it is accelerated an 
unbalanced torque  is set up.    Under extreme conditions of acceleration 
and unbalance the running rate would not be  changed by more than a few 
percent«    The mechanism will run faster if the unbalanced torque ie 
applied to trailing side of verge,  slower   for torque on leading side, at 
least until certain Jamming values of torque are reached. 

(2) Friction has been neglected  in our previous reports»    As 
the mechanism accelerates this friction torque is increased.    There was 
no agreement between theory and experiment.    All experimental results 
indicate an increase in the running rate as  friction torque increases 
up to the Jamming point. 

(3) If the material of the verpe and  starwheel is changed, 
the running rate will change, but probably not more than % from the 
value for brass. 
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The Effect of Unbalanced Ven;e Torques, Acceleration 
Friction Torques, and Verge-Stfirwheel Material Upon 

The Running Rates of a Certain Type of Time 
Delay Mechanism 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The time delay mechanism has been studied in detail under this and a 
preceding contract.    Previous results are embodied in technical reports made to 
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, and deposited in the library.    These technical 
reports are three in number and reference to them vd.ll be made by symbols R., R - 
and Rj,    The mechanism is deacribed in detail in each of these three reports 
and later in this report n partial description will be given.    All previous 
studies have dealt with the behaviour of the mechanism while it was at rest.    It 
is of course obvious that when inserted into a shell of any kind, such a time de- 
lay mechanism must operate while accelerating rapidly.    Since the mechanism 
consists largely of gears and a verge each supported on a shaft passing through 
holes in a metal casing,friction torques due to such acceleration will appear« 
Additionally,  if any wheel or the verge is dynamically out of balance, then a 
torque will be set up.   Either or both of these effects may radically alter the 
behaviour of the mechanism and also its nmning time. 

Finally, it is quite possible that a change in the material of which 
the verge, the  starwheel, or both,  is made might so change the character of the 
motion as to introduce a definite change in running time. 
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II,    UNBAUNCEP TORQUES - THEORY 

It is neceasiry first to investigate theoretically the effect of a 
dynamically unbalanced verge or starwheel upon the motion of the combination. 
As in previous work, a scaled up model was the basis of investigation and theory 
deals only with this model.    Complete geometrical characteristics of the motion 
are given In Rj - II, R* - I, 

(. 

It is true that unbalanced torques introduced into the gear train pre- 
ceding the starwheel will affect the running time, through their effect upon 
the torque applied to the starwheel.    We will for the present be concerned only 
with an unbalanced torque on the ver^e itself,  since any unbalanced constant 
torque on the starwhee]  can only increase or diminish that constant applied 
torque already present.    We have already found how a    change in T effects e 
We consider only that ca^e for which the acceleratioh is a constant, since 
this can bo reproduced experimentally. 

Reference to Rx- II 

ACCELERATION 

FIG.   I 

will supply many details omitted in the following 
discussion.   Acting on the 
wheel is a constant torque 
T and the reaction torque 

FvO, and acting on the verge 
are the torque F'v and an 
unbalanced torque    T '. 
We have considered   T* ' as 
a constant although this is 
not strictly true since the 
levor arm of this torque 
varies with the cosine of the 
angle of the verge.    Our past 
experience indicates that 
the verge angle will never 
exceed a rotation of 5* in 
either direction from equi- 
librium and so the cosine 
will change by less than 0,55^ 
Hence our assumption of 
constant lever arm seems 
justified. 

Supposing that the 
mechanism accelerates as 
shown by the arrow then this 
unbalanced torque could be 
considered as    T '  " MAL, 
where P is the center of mass. 
Of course there is ho basic 
reason to suppose that the 
mass center is displaced left 
or right of the axis of 
rotation rather than up or 
down or any other direction. 

L_ 
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However it is true that the maximum torque T1 will result for the displacement 
as shown. 

The differential equations of motion are then: 

Verge: 
/       _ / r   " 

Wheel; 7" ~ Fu * T* a 

Where T'  is .^ere a negative number, since its direction is clockwise. 

Dividing: 

r / 

., *   ^Y/       we have Since   F'-F',     ^ 

Integrating gives 

for the motion of the wheal during the time it is contact with the verge,  €^ , ß^ 
are position    and velocity of wheel at the beginning of angular interval,    Reaenber 
that a   clockwise rotation of the wheel is positive, but a counter clockwise rota- 
tion of verge is positive, 

A similar discussion, with particular attention paid to signs leads to 
exactly the same equation for contact on the trailing face.    Note however that 
[U - 0^0 )  is now of opposite sign. 

Now suppose the mass center lies to the left rather than to the right 
of the axis of rotation,    7*'  is here positive.    The net result is to obtain the 
same equation as has already been given above, so that this equation can be used 
in all situations.      Now Appendix A of H4 «xplains precisely how the complete 
cycle mav be  solved for ö as a function of 0, with the exception that a term 
p.rY'^'-^»)myXBt be added in the numerator of equations (1) and  (5)  for leading 
unbalanced torque, and subtracted for the car.e of trailing unbalanced torque. 
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III.    THEORETICAL a.SULTS - UNBALANCKD TÜRJUES 

The equations mentioned above were applied to ö verge-wheel combina- 
tions as follows. 

I    - 2085    gra. cm.* I    - 2100 gm, cm.1 

w 

T . 2.71 x 106 dyne cm. T « 0, - Ö.68 x 10U,~ 5 x 105 dyne cm, 

T - 1,08 x 10° dyne cm, 7* . 0, • 8.68 x 10   dyne cm. 

---     We  found that where T<0(torque applied on leading side of the verge) 
that ©   was smaller th/m for the case T >^7(aT"inlied on trailing  side).    The 
cycles of motion are not drawn here as computed, but Fig. 2 indicates in exaggertted 
form the relative values obtained in      J ca^oa     f ■ 2.71 x 10fe dyne cm. 

T-1  • 0| - 8^ß x ICA dyne cm, - 5 x 105 dyne cm 

The values of 0    in each of these cases ar'j given below. 

T'  = 0 
7.93 rad/sec 

T1  - 8.(.8 x ICA dyne cm 
8.Go rad/aec 

7-'  •=  +5 x KK dyne cm 
8.19 iv.d/sec 

T1 • -8.68 x ICA dyne cm 
7.73 rad/sec 

T1  = -5 x 10^ dyne cm 
"7.51 rad/sec 

Whe/i       T" 1.08 x 10    dyne cm,  theoretical results are 

•7" c 0 
(not obtained) 

f1  - 8.68 x 10** dyne cm 7-' 
5.16 rrd/sec 

-8,68 x 10^ dyne cm 
4.92 r.d/sec 

e These figures indicMte tlvt as an increasing positive torque is applied © in« 
creases. Cf course In each ca e once T"' becomes large enough the motion rauet 
cease and   0    becomes  zero. 

Certain qualitative physical analyses may be applied to these cycles 
which anticipate these results.    Consider firat the case in which the torque is 
positive,  that is,  on the trailing side.    Reference to Figure 1 will help under- 
stand what  follows.    All velocities and collision angles are compared with what 
they would be in the  normal rase,  In which  the unbalanced torque  is  zero.    Sup- 
pose the atarwheel ia Ju.t making last contact leading v/ith the verge.    As the 
verge and wheel   go into the leading free motion, the ver^n moves more rapidly 
than normal,  so cones around  further before  trailing collision.     This means that 
the wheel turns  a smaller distance before  trailing coRiuion.    The free period 
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l&sts a shorter time, but the velocity of vei'ße is greater when collision occurs, 
while that of the wheel is smaller.    Now the angular duration of trailing con- 
tact motion is increased and at the same time the unbalanced torque opposes the 
wheel motion during this interval, so its velocity is smaller than normal.   After 
last contact trailing the verge slows down because of the unbalanced torque and 
hende the angular duration of the free motion of the wheel is greater than normal. 
After leading collision, the contact duration is smaller to last contact lead- 
ing, but the unbalanced torque aids the verge and wheel to move.    The overall 
result is easily seen to be that during the leading half of cycle there is an 
increased velocity and  for trailing half a decreased velocity,  chis occuring when 
the unbalanced torque is positive, on trailing side. 

One can deduce analogous results for the negative unbalanced torques 
in which the velocity of the wheel is decreased fir loading half of cycle and 
increased  for trailing half,    Theae effects show clearly on the graph of Figure 
8.    Unfortunately it is not possible to predict the overall affect on a cycle 
from these qualitative considerations.    It turns out, as our results show, that 
for a cycle in which the velocity is greater on the leading half than normal, 
so will the average velocity be greater U an normal, and vice versa.    We shall 
meet this typo of correlation again, and, in fact, have noticed it before in 
previous work.    It seems to be true that the average velocity of a cycle is 
fairly well correlated with the behaviour of the mechanism during the leading 
half. 

Repeating our conclusions,  an unbalanced torque on the trailing side 
speeds up the motion of the mechanism and one on leading side slows it down. 
Are these theoreti cal results borne out by experiment?    A model verge of 
I    ■ E085      gmem* but with an unbalanced mass was fabricated.    By shifting a 
cylindrical plug from one side to the other it was possible to apply an un- 
balanced torque on either side without chanrinr the moment of inertia.    The 
results are: 

for   T" 2.71 x 10° dyne cm 

T1» Ö.6H x ICA dyne cm        /^ - 0 T* -8.68 x IQh dyne cm 

d- 7.70 rad/sec 6- 7.58 6- 7.45 

for   T * 1,00 x 106 

T ' +ö,6ß x icA 

e - 4.90 

r« 0 

0 ' 4.85 

r*" -8.68 x ICA 

&* 4.66 

As comparison with the theoretical   values show, the results  agree very well in 
the  two cases.    As always,  experimental results are  smaller than the theoretical 
because of  friction. 

M» 



·' IV. EXTRAPOLATION OF R!!;SULTS TO HECHANIS1·1 

The results so f ar discussed are c,,ncerned with the behaviour of the 
·--:" model, which is scaled up 10 times from the actual mechanism. We have seen 1h 

R1 - VIII that although we scale up the geometrical dimensions ot the ~hanism, 
we do not scale up the applied torques in the same ratio. The actual torque 
applied in the mechanism is approximately 5 x lOA dyne em. Scaled up b7 & 
factor of 105 (to match moments o£~inertia) would necessitate ~ • 5 x 107 dyne 
em. We actually use T -= J . 5 x luv 1 eo that we should be using torques s01111 

• 

• 

20 times larger than we do . 

We know from our measurements o! ~ - V that the maximum displacement 
of center of mass of verge off a.Y.is can hardly exceed .005 inches. The mass ot 
the verge is about 0.19 dyne cm 1 or a value such that ~· • 0.~. This is of 
course an ext11eme value and it is likely that 1 1 • 0.2"Y would be lll\lch closer 
to a realistic value ot ~ 1 • Our theoretical results of the preceding para
graph show that for T I • 0.21", the change of e is no larger than 5%. We 
can perhaps safely extrapolate these results and say that within the probable 
limits of an unbalanced torque the change i .n velocity would certainly be leas 
than 10%. We still have not considered the fact that the torque ia some 20 
times smaller than i~ should be for a true scaling up of all quantities. !n 
our original work we found that the results obtained for the model did repre
sent with good accuracy the behaviour of the actual mechanism. We conclude 
that probably no unbalanced torque 'tle MY expect to find in the actual JMchaniiiDl 
will seriously change the running velocity of the mechanism • 
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V.    THE EFFECT OF FRICTION TORjlES UPUN THE RUNNING TIME! - THEORETICAL 

The basic equations which we need here can be derived very much as 
we found those in the case of unbalanced torques.    The difference is one in 
direction of the friction torque as the motion of the ver^e changes.    On the 
leading half of the cycle the verge moves in a counterclockwise or positive 
sense, ao that the friction torque is negative.    On the trailing half, the mo- 
tion of the verge  is in the negative sense,  so that of the  friction torque is 
positive.    Hence the following equations will represent the motions on leading 
and trailing contact. 

Leading 

Trailing 

&     = JV^vVdö jiVrfa-3J-/r'£-w.) 

a = 
M0] 

We must 
always we see that 
In euch a cycle as 
scribed. As 7" ' 
free motion, is mo 
then the verge may 
curs. This will c 
following equation 
(see for instance. 

remember thuttJ-J„jK0on the trailing half.    Considering TVÖ 
the 7-'   term is in each  case subtracted  from the V term, 
this there can be a complication not hitherto    met nor de« 

becomea  Jirger,  the v^rge,  during either leading or trailing 
re and irare quickly brought  to rest.    If 'T' '   is large enough, 
possibly come to rest before collision with the wheel oc- 

hange the method of detenning the angle of collision.    The 
s are familiar, with the addition of terms involving   T" ' 

R    - Appendix A), and are used to find  the trailing collision. 

Wheel 

(1) -•v -IrJ^^ (3) ^^^^^/-s-) 

(2) 
J   y 

(4) 6 /-o, 

(5) t "    1/ 

/" 
(6) t - ^ vfW' ^4-0 
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The equations (l) through (4) are the ordinary equations for uniformly 
accelerated motion. (5) is a solution of (2) if ^i, - 0, and (6) is a solution 
of (1). ' 

The solution procedure is as follows. ,It is assumed that o(x " 0 
and t is computed from (5). Then this value of t is used in (l) to find o^ t 

while (3) is used to find 0*. , This point is plotted on the 0/ r»   &    curve 
(see Fig. 5, Rl) nnd from its position with reference to the Curve o< V.S Ö- 
we can lecide whether or not a collision actually took place after the verge 
came to rest. If it did not then the procedure for determining the point of 
collision is exactly b.a  used in the previous work (See R^ - appendix A) where 
equation (6) must be used. If, on the other hand, the collision does take 
place after the verge has come to rest than we know at once that the collision 
angle 6 can be taken from the curve and the known value of <=>< • Next we use 
(3) to solve for the time t at which the collision occurs and Aram this get ©^ 
Similar methods are used in the case of a leading collision« 

There is a maximum frictional torque which can be applied without 
causing the mechanism to Jam. At the beginning of the mechanism motion, Nwe 
assume that the verge is at rest in the equilibrium position. Using the first 
(leading) equation of page 6 , with 00 - O ,  we can see that if T'Co- O^} 
=x T\U~-ic) there will be no motion. Substitution of these values shows that 

when  T * » /./T the apparatus will not run. 

We calculated the value of &   for a number of values of 7*' extend'* 
ing from 0 te 2,6 x 10° dyne cm, with 7"- Ji.71 x 10° dyne cm. These results 
are plotted in a graph. Fig. 3. The velocity decreases as f   ' increases up 
to a value f  ' " 2.4 x 10° after which it begins to increase. At about 
5 x 10° the velocity would drop rapidly to zero. It can be seen from the graph 
that the total change in velocity is about 17!^. 

It is easy to determine also the angular Amplitude of the verge, for 
each friction torque. This was done and the values are given on Fig. 4. 
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VI, COMI1ARISON OF FRICTIONAL EFFECT - THEORETICAL vs EXPERINENTAL 

When one comes to the point of dete~he experimental values of 
Telocity at various values of r', the results are most erratic. To produce· a ~ -
frictional torque the apparatus described in R1 - V!II(a) is modified as follows, 
The horisontal shaft of the verge is extended and there is fastened to it a 
..ooth "brass disc. This disc is located between two brass plates one fixed and ·.-
one .cwable. These ro plates can be made to squeeze the brass disc tightly b7 
hangin& weights on a string. The accompanying Figure 5 shows this setup more 

LE PLATE 

VERGE 
DISC 

FIG. 5 

clearly. Me surement showed that the f riction torque on the disc was pro
portiopal to the mass of the wei hts . Also for a frictional torque of about 
2 x l<P dyne em the mechanism j s . This can be compared with the theoretical 
value of 3 x loP mentioned above. · 

Several series of readings wer made, but the results were verr er
ratic, and could not· be repeated. The general behaviour was as follows. The 
velocity of the mechanism first increased and then decreased as the load in
creased. n all c ses the maximum change in velocity observed before ~ng 
was about lQ:t. However, nwn rical va lue s could not be repeated from one run to 
the next. The r esults of two fairly consistent series of readings are plotted 
on the graph of Figure 3. 

One other set of data s obtained experimentally, the angular ampli
tude of the verge. This v lue showed a steady decrease as the drivi.ng torque 
was increased. These data are plotted on Figure 4, as are the theoretical 
values. 

One notices at once that the experimental and theoretical results 
contradict each other for the first instance in this whole study. It would seem 
important to resolve this contradiction, if possible. To do this first re
quires a closer analysis of the behaviour of the motion. 

During each free period , it is clear that the verge will move more 
and more slowly ns the friction tor que increases. Hence the wheel must turn 

>. 
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through a greater and greater angle bef ore collision occurs and so the tree 
period increases whi le the contact per i od decrea.ses. This of course is one wq 

.. 1 ot saying tha t the angular amplitude of the ver ge is decreasing as friction 
torque increases. In the limit the value of t his angular amplitude would be
come .0578 radians, the angular distance between the two positions of last 

:.• contact. During the contact per iods one will find that the velocities are 
decreased because of the n positi on of the friction torques. Hence there are 

•• 

• 

two opposing tendencies in t hese friction torque cyclesf (1) a lengthening ot 
the tree period which tends to speed up the moti on, (2 J a slowins down during 
the contact motion du~ t o fr i ction torque. It is not pos sible to predict which 
is the overriding t endency in a qualitat i ve way. On Figure 6are plotted five 
curYes which afford s ome quantitative information. Curves 1 - 4 are, u labeled, 
the times for each of the f our port ions of the cycle, i.e., leading and trail
ing free motion, leading and trailing contact motion. Curve 5 is a ~t ot the 
total time for the cycl e. One immediately observes the striking resemblance 
in shape between Curves 4 and 5. This indica tes most emphatically that b7 tar 
the aoet eensit i ve p1.rt of any cycl e i s l eading cont ct. Below the value 

7' 1 • 2.4 x 1o6 dyne em, the effect of the decrea sed velocity ot the M1eel 
on conte.ct is the greater. As -r 1 increa ses above this value the contact 
period becomes so small and the tree per i od so l ar e t hat the mechanisa 1a 
scarcely slowed down duri the cont · ct period. Now we firxl the velocitr 1r 
creasing again, or the t i me decr ea s ing . 

It should be cl aar that any f a ctor t hat would increase t e duration 
ot the tree period a t a given friction t0r que would result in an !icreased 
velocity or dec reased time . Now ei t her because the t ol er ances of the model 
are great, or, more likely , because teeth and pallet faces are worn, the an
gular amplitude does dec r ease much more r a i dly in t he experiment el than the 
theor et ical case. H nee it s > s r ea sonable that t his r apid decrease in 
angular amplitude may ov r a lanc the slowing down effect ot the contact 110-

tion , s o that he n t v l ocity i ncrcas s up to he j 811Iling point. Within the 
r ather wi e limi s of uncer t ainity we found experimentally, this appears to be 
what happens • 
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VII. N THE ACTUAL MECHANISM. 

If a mechanism is mounted in a low g centrifuge and rotated, friction 
torques will be applied to the mechanism not only at the verge shaft but at all 
other shafts as well. By changing the speed of the centrifuge the friction 
torque can be varied. T e mechanism was mounted on the centrifuge disc in two 
ways (1) verge shaft horizontal (2) verge shaft vertical. In the tiret caee, 
the centripetal force will press the shoulder of the shaft up against the cae• 
ing, and in the second case it is the cylindrical surface of the shatt which 
rubs on the bearing hole in the ca!'e. 

IMING CIRCUIT 

MAGNET 

!f11l1t 
FIG. 7 

Two other terminals provide the timing circ11it . 
be made to run while umer thA influence of the 
the electrom ne ic r· 1 ase are shown in Fi~ure 

The mechani• wae tiaed 
while under the influence or 
the centrifugal field, uainc 
the apparatus shown in 1'11· 
2 1 R • II. The Mchani• 
is piaced on a stand 1 which 
ia ra tened to the centrifuce 
disc. The mechaniu ia cocked, 
and the centrifuge put into 
rotation. The turntable ia 
provided with six ter.in&la 
which are br~ught out thru 
brushes to external teN!• 
nals. Two of theae are 
utilized to carry a current 
which actuates an electro
magnet. This electroaagoet 
serves to release the Mcha• 
nism from its cocked poaition. 

By these means the Mchani• cu 
centrifugal field. Ofttails ot 
7. 

The presence of th r lease lever puts an upper limit on the rotational 
speed at which the centrif e can be run. This was such as to make the centritugal 
acceleration a out 60 Above this speed, a component of centripetal torce waa 
eo directed as to release the mechanism and allow 1 t to run. 

A selection of 1 mechanisms was chosen for test Rnd each was tt.ed at 
values of acceleration extendir~ from accelerations of zero to those ot about 
60 g. Each mechanism was run i n both positions (1) and (2). Now in poaition 

• (1), the verge shaft horizontal , the axis of the driving spring is also horisontal. 

t 

When the mechanism is mounted on the disc of the centrifuge, the centrifugal force 
is so directed as to push the turns of the coil tightly against each other. Thil 
of course increases the friction between turns and apparently decreaaes the et• 
fective riving torque since , as th centrifugal force increases, all but one ot 
the mechani sms show an increa s riod , or decreased velocity. 

The same 15 me chani sms were then run in position (2). In this position 
the axis of he drivi s pr i ng is vertical, and the centrifugal field will not in 
this cas incre se t e friction between turns of the spring. In contrast to the 
results of the f i r s s of measurements, we find that for verge sh&tta vertical 
the runni time decreases as the centrifugal acceleration i ncreeeee, or the 
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v~locity_ of the mechanism increa~es . There are no exceptions to this be-
viou , This i s of course the behaviour observed experimen ally in the 

oaae of the scaled up model, although our apparatus did not allow us t o 
run the centrifuge e.t speeds matching the higher friction torques obtained 
for the model . On Figure 8 we have plotted mechanism period vs acceleration 
(friction tor que ) for thr ee particular mechanisms of normal behaviour. 

The l argest variation in running time obtained in case (1) above 
vas ~ from rest position to a field of 60 g. The mean value of the ob
served change is about 4% for the sample of 15 mechanisms used . For case 
(2) the maximum chan~e is 7/, and the mean is 5% . We cannot say what the 
total chan ~ e mi ht be before januning of the apparatus due to large field 
because of tie di f ficulties with the release mechanism already descr ibed. 
It would seem reasonable to expect a maximum change of no more than 1~ . 
In cl osing this discusslon we should point out that the friction effect 
between t 11rns of the pring is perhaps not the only reason for the d f 
ference in behaviour of cases (1) and (2) . It does seem likely , however , 
t o be the most important . 

' . 
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In all experimental work of the first three reports the model 
verge and wheel were made of brass, the material of which the actual 
.. ehaniam is constructed. Our theoretical dis~ussion is incapable of 
dietinguiehing between materials. Hence only by experimental measurements 
can we investigate any effect produced by changing the m~terial of which 
the verge arrl wheel are made. 

We obtained from the shops of Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, 
10 verge-wheel combinations scaled up 10 times over the actual mechanism. 
There were two wheel•verge combinations of each of the following materiales 
braes, aluminum, magnesium, cold rolled steel, and steel (Simmons gr. stock.). 
A aeries of trials were made to determine the meo.n ve l ccity for eo.ch of four 
different verge moments of inertia, and this was done for each of the five 
kinde of materi!ls . The results are given in gr~phical form on Fig. 9. Here 
are plotted log4§vs. log Iv· for each of the five cases. These curves do 
show a difference in running rates among the various materials. Specific 
conclusions are difficult to draw but it is seen that in general the magnesium 
mechanism runs most slowly, the steel most r a pidly. The cold rolled steel is 
ver,y little different, on the oth r hand, than magnesium. In each case except 
for cold rolled s teel , the four points efine with fair accuracy a straight 
line. The experiment 1 me sur ments were r epeated several times but no 
essential change in results was not d . There is roughly a 1~ overall 
variation among velocities at any one ver e moment. Putting it another way 
the velocities of steel ar about 5% greater th n those for brass, and the 
velocities of magnesium about 5% below. 

The observed iff r nc s in runnin rates are due partly to sli ht 
differences in ometry simi liar ,o hose iscussed in R • Probably the 
major !actor s accountin for t h ' s ifference were the sltding friction 
between verg f c and wheel t ooth, nd be haviour a t collision . The first 
factor is so va i abl from on rial to nother an one model to another as 
to efy a lys s. In an ttem t o learn if there is a difference in the 
kind of collision whi ch occurs for ifferent materials the Diamond Ordnance 
Fuze Laborat ori s made high speea motion picture s of the various verge-wheel 
combinations in motion for any one material should be identical, but practically 
the pictures show tha t is is not true . There is a greater difference between 
two coneecu i ve cycle of iven ver e wheel com !nation than one can observe 
between cycl s for in lions of different materials. 

'l'he sam sort of observation~ were next made on verge wheel 

'. 
..... 

combin tj ons of the snmo five materials as above when ve rge and wheel are f· 
actual size. Meas rem nts of mechanism period were obta ined (for each kind 
ot material) for three di ffer n veree moments of inertia. The values 
were o tain d y means of t he apparatus d scribed in R •IV. It is to be t 
rem mb re that thi i ITIE'rely a mechanism in which ar~ substituted the 
verge-wheel conponents un r test , nd that torque delivered to the star-
whe 1 is th s,Lffie in all cas s . The re sults a re plotted tn Figure 10. 
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It i s not easy to unders t and the significance of these resulte 
whi ch are qui e dif rent f rom those foun1 i n the case of the model. There 
is ag in a differ nee i n the ve locities for the various materials. One can

,<not correla the re sults for mechanisms and models, however, as we eee at 
: • once by compar ing the curves of r""igures 9 and 10. In fact, the mechani• 
~~results in icate less spread i n velocities t han we found for the model. 

(Note t hat in Figure 10 t he plot ted ord i nates are only proportional to the 
veloci ties . ) Yet th re ~ a reAl difference in velocities among vergee or 
a g ven mom nt of inertia but i f ferent materials. 

From R3 we know how sensitive to changes in geometry these velocitiee 
are , nd it se ms r e sona le to expect such an effect here. Cloee . examination 
of the several ver es did not reveal any great departures from standard dia
ensi ons, a ny more, at least, than we found in any sampling of a number ot 
verges . hese ver es had e n filed be fore t hey were received but the tiline 
did not change the cri tica l dimensions to any great extent. 

On the basis of our r esults one can conclude only that the material 
of constr uction will influence the running rate or a mechanism. How .uch, or 
in what direc i on, our scanty information does not allow us to predict. 

1 
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